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Evolution of monetary policy in Kazakhstan
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1991-1999 2000-2006 2007-2014 2015-2018

Development stages of the monetary policy (MP) of the Republic of Kazakhstan

Between 1991 and 2018 four stages can be distinguished

MP in the context 

of transition

MP in the period 

macroeconomic stability

MP in crisis and 

post-crisis 

period

MP in frame of 

inflation targeting 

regime
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• 1991: priority task - changing the functioning of the economy 

• 1992: price liberalization

• - Due to hyperinflationary inflation, the payment turnover between 
enterprises has been destroyed;.

• - Banks, enterprises and the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
were provided with loans to eliminate the lack of funds, which led to an 
increase in the budget deficit and an even higher price level;

• 1993 (April): Law on the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan

• 1993: (November): introduction of tenge

• 1994: concessional loans and direct lending to enterprises were 
discontinued. However, the practice of granting loans to the Government of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan to finance the republican budget continues

• 1995: the practice of granting loans to the Government has been 
discontinued

• 1996: the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan started to conduct 
short-term repo operations secured by securities of the Ministry of Finance of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan to regulate banking liquidity

• 1999 (April): Kazakhstan switched to a free-floating exchange rate regime 
due to unfavourable world oil prices in 1998-99.

Introduction of basic classic MP tools
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• 2000: introduction of a discount rate for the re-registration of 
promissory notes at the level of 12.5% (reduced to 8% by 2003)

• 2000-2003: the refinancing rate was reduced from 18% to 7%, the 
repo rate from 23% to 19%, the overnight rate from 27% to 8%

• 2000 – 2003: Weighted average rates on corporate loans decreased 
from 19.4% to 14.9%, while the average rates on individual loans 
decreased from 27.5% to 20.3%

• 2004: The NBK began to define the main milestones of MP for the 
next 3 years

• 2004: functions of supervision and regulation of the financial market 
were transferred to the Agency for Regulation of the Financial Market 
and Financial Organizations of the Republic of Kazakhstan

• Against the background of MPE easing - increasing inflationary 
pressure. As a result, in 2006, for the first time since 2001, 
inflation exceeded 8%

• 2006: tightening of monetary policy

The NBK was supposed to soften MP

and limit inflation at the same time
• High oil prices

• The growth of Kazakhstan's economy 

during this period was facilitated by the 

investment activity of domestic and 

foreign capital

• Inflation fell from 9.8% to 6.8% between 

2000 and 2003

• The volume of bank loans increased 17 

times from 2000 to 2006

• In 2006, inflation was 8.4%

• During this period, the floating 

exchange rate regime of the tenge was 

maintained

1991-1999 2000-2006 2007-2014 2015-2018
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Dynamics of real GDP growth and inflation

Real GDP growth in % Annual inflation in %

Ensuring stability of the financial system has become a priority for the NBRK

• The global financial crisis

• Access to external borrowings is virtually non-existent

• Sharp drop in oil prices from $145.7/bbl in summer 

2008 to $34/bbl

2007: Increase in inflation to 18.8%

2009: Slowdown of real GDP growth to 1.2%

2007-2009: The NBK took measures to stabilize the 

exchange rate of the tenge

2007(August): The NBK conducts liquidity provision 

operations

2008-2009: the official refinancing rate was reduced from 

11 to 7%; the mandatory reserve requirements were 

reduced from 6 to 1.5% for domestic liabilities and from 8 to 

2.5% for other liabilities

2009: the main trading partners of the Republic of 

Kazakhstan devalued their currencies

2009 (February): The NBK set an exchange rate corridor 

at 150 tenge per US dollar. USD (+-3%)

2009 (March): Termination of liquidity provision 

operations

1991-1999 2000-2006 2007-2014 2015-2018
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2014-2015: strengthening inflation and 
devaluation expectations

2014 (11 February): The NBK refused to 
maintain the exchange rate of the tenge at the 
same level. The new exchange rate was formed 
at the level of 185 tenge per dollar. (+-3 Tenge)

2014 (July): the NBK conducted long-term 
currency swap transactions, which contributed 
to a reduction in market rate volatility. 

2014 (September): stabilisation of the foreign 
exchange market allowed the NBK to expand 
the exchange rate fluctuation corridor of the 
tenge to the US dollar and establish an 
asymmetric corridor of 185 (+3/-15 tenge).

2014 (December): annual inflation, despite the 
tenge devaluation, was in the target corridor of 
6-8%, amounting to 7.4%.

In 2010, the economy of Kazakhstan recovered by 7.3%

• 2009-2010: the NBK took measures to encourage 

banks to lend to the economy (in particular, the 

yields on NBK notes were reduced and the issue 

of 28-day notes was stopped)

• 2010-2011: the NBK raised the refinancing rate to 

7.5%, minimum reserve requirements for 

domestic liabilities to 2.5%, and for other liabilities 

to 4.5% due to continued inflationary pressures 

• 2012: gradual reduction of the official refinancing 

rate from 7.5% to 5.5%

Second-tier banks preferred to keep reserves in foreign 

currency and refrain from lending in tenge  It was 

necessary to revise the state economic policy in 

order to improve the efficiency of implementation 

of MP 

Период 2000-20061991-1999 2000-2006 2007-2014 2015-2018
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1991-1999 2000-2006 2007-2015 2016-2018
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Launching and implementation of Inflation targeting regime and free-float exchange rate of tenge

2015: Unfavourable foreign economic background

- slowdown of the world economy and economic growth of the Kazakhstan main trade partners (China, Russia, EU) 

- the dropping price of raw materials (crude oil, mineral ore, metals, food)

- the tightening of US Fed’s monetary policy

- devaluation currency of emerging countries (Russia, China, Brazil, South Africa and etc.)

Negative reaction of Kazakhstani domestic economy:

- total external trade turnover decreased

- the falling of output of manufacturing and mining

- there was first negative current account since 2009

- appearance of symptoms of economic activity slowdown

As a result in August Government and NBK make a decision on official transition to Inflation targeting regime 

and free-float of the exchange rate of tenge:

- immediately USDKZT jumped from 188 to 255, RUBKZT 2,8 to 3,7

- there was introduced new monetary tool ‘BASE RATE’ as the main indicator of liquidity cost in economy

- the base rate was settled at 12%, then it was raised to 17%

- annual inflation has increased from 4,4% to 13,6% between April and December of 2015
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Base rate, inflation and USDKZT exchange rate

Base rate, % (left axis) Inflation, % YoY (left axis) USD/KZT, Tenge (Right axis)
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2016: Recovering after shock

- inflation decreased to 8,5% by end of year 

- USDKZT exchange rate stabilized at 330

- Kazakhstan Stock Exchange index KASE surged actively

- but there were significant slowdown in economic growth (1% for 

year) and bank lending

- base rate cut from 17% to 12%

2017: Stabilization period

- oil prices recovered

- tenge has appreciated to 320 against

- oil production in Kazakhstan gently increased

- base rate steadily decreased to about 10%

- the annual Inflation rate declined to 7,1% (in target) 

- KASE index boosted 

- but households’ real income continued to fall after 2016

2018: The active phase of IT regime implementation

- the volume of NBK short term notes reached a peak (4,1 bln tenge

or 12 bln USD)

- USDKZT increased to 370 following USDRUB after US sanction 

against Russia and falling of oil price by end of year

- Inflation continued to slowdown as a result of positive shock on the 

domestic food and energy supplySDKZT exchange ra
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The current monetary policy of the National 

Bank (NBK) and its interaction with 

financial market: empirical evidence
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The current monetary policy of the National Bank (NBK) and 

its interaction with financial market: empirical evidence

- currently, in frame of IT regime the NBK use base rate like the main 

measure to impact on financial market and macroeconomic situation 

(exchange rate and inflation) in Kazakhstan;

- base rate defines TONIA (tenge overnight interest average) rate on repo 

market of KASE (Kazakhstan stock exchange), then it transfers to other 

parts of domestic financial market: stock market, exchange rate, banking 

sector

- the influence of the NBK monetary policy on finanacial markets in 

Kazakhstan (by changing base rate) can be estimated by VAR (vector 

autoregression) approach 12
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«Classical» VAR (vector autoregression) model
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yt = A1yt−1+ . . . +Apyt−p + Btxt + εt,

yt – k-dimensional vector of endogenous variables;

xt – d-dimensional vector of exogenous variables;

A1, …, Ap and B – coefficient matrices to be estimated;

εt – errors vector;

𝑡 – current time moment, t = 1, 2, …, 𝑝;

𝑝 – maximum time lag of endogenous variables.
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Description of VAR-model for estimating the 

interrelationship between NBK’s monetary policy and 

financial market in Kazakhstan

Variables type Macroeconomic indicator 

Endogenous

TONIA, CPI in Kazakhstan, nominal exchange rate RUBKZT, nominal 

exchange rate USDKZT, Lending rate for individuals, Lending rate for

legal entities, Deposit rate for individuals, Deposit rate for legal entities 

in Kazakhstan, KASE index

Exogenous Oil price (BRENT), Oil production in Kazakhstan, CPI in Russia

Observation period January 2015 - December 2018 (48 obs.)

Data frequency Monthly

Indicators calculation type Month over previous month with seasonal adjustment
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Modelling results: Impulse response of exchange rate, stock market and 

inflation to monetary policy shock in Kazakhstan
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Modelling results: Impulse response of lending rate and deposit rate to 

monetary policy shock in Kazakhstan

16Note: Accumulated Response to Cholesky One S.D. (d.f. adjusted) Innovations ± 2 S.E.
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Calculation of accumulated elasticity of TONIA 1% change effect to 

financial market indicators in Kazakhstan, the percentage point 
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Month after TONIA 1% shock 1 6 12

RUBKZT -0.12 -0.11 -0.06

USDKZT -0.69 -0.10 -0.11

KASE index -0.28 -0.37 -0.31

Inflation -0.02 -0.06 -0.03

Lending rate for legal entities 0.01 0.26 0.19

Lending rate for individuals 0.02 0.02 0.02

Deposit rate for individuals -0.04 -0.05 -0.04

Deposit rate for legal entities 0.12 0.45 0.37
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Conclusion

- monetary policy of the NBK (inflation targeting regime) is more

influential to stock price, banking lending rate of legal entities,

USDKZT exchange rate and banking saving rate of legal entities;

- inflation rate, banking lending rates of legal entities have more

response to TONIA change;

- the NBK can impact less on banking saving rate of individuals (due to

action of Kazakhstan Deposit Insurance Fund).
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